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DELTA UPSILON FRATERNITY DECISION LETTER
Thank you for meeting with Jordan Lewton and me on October 9, 2014 to discuss the alleged policy violations
that took place during the week of August 22, August 23 and September 6, 2014 with Delta Upsilon Fraternity.
During our meeting, you informed us that DU did have social events throughout the first several weeks of the
semester. You stated that on August 22, 2014 there was a social event at the house where there was never more
than 120 people present. You also informed us that on August 23, 2014, it was incredibly hectic on Hardy
Avenue and that there were numerous people attempting to access the DU facility. Lastly, you stated that on
September 6, 2014 that there was an unorganized social occurring at the DU house which drew outsiders to the
house. You also confirmed that individuals have hopped DU’s fence. When asked if alcohol was at any of the
social events, you confirmed that alcohol had been present, as Delta Upsilon members snuck the alcohol into the
facility. You also stated that there individual members were adjudicated through the DU process and that there
were attempts to contain behavior of members after the alcohol violations were discovered.
Based on the information gathered during the investigation, which includes your admission, I have found Delta
Upsilon to be in violation of the Alcohol policy.
As a result of the Alcohol policy violation, Delta Upsilon is sanctioned to 16 weeks of probation, effective August
22, 2014. Additionally, Delta Upsilon must design a 50-minute risk management seminar that features the
planning, implementation and evaluation of their mock party. This risk management seminar should discuss ways
to reduce risk of social events and describe how implementing a mock event is beneficial for chapters. The
planning of this seminar should include advising and approval from SDSU Greek Life staff (Jordan Lewton, me).
Greek Life staff will also coordinate with IFC leadership so that the seminar can be given during an IFC delegate
meeting. Failure to complete these sanctions may result in immediate Interim Suspension.
Thank you again for taking the time to meet with us in the informal conference. We hope that the outcome of the
incidents and the imposed sanctions will contribute to the success of Delta Upsilon at San Diego State University.
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